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Around 25 years ago I incurred the wrath of my manager at the BGS with a glib remark, ‘If
geophysics was that good, there’d be less need to drill boreholes’. Our ensuing debate
touched upon the many issues affecting geophysics, especially the compromise between the
property attribution and smoothness. One thing we agreed upon was that non-invasive
sampling affords geophysical surveys far greater access to larger volumes of the ground
when compared to invasive site investigation. Since then, advances in survey speed and
sampling have progressively ameliorated the smoothness compromise, and consequently,
geophysical images have been used increasingly to support ground visualisation
applications across a range of scales. Presenting some example applications at regional,
district and site scales, this talk tests the question, ‘Geophysics in ground visualisation ?’
and touches on some of the issues needed for an affirmative answer.
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